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An ordinary woman with an extraordinary gift is out to stop evil with two irresistible men. One of
them would die for her; the other would kill to keep her safe.**Find out why The Soul Summoner
series has been a #1 bestseller in Paranormal Suspense and has been downloaded over 100,000
times, earning hundreds of 5-Star ratings. Enjoy the first two books in the series in one convenient
bundle at 50% off the cover price!**THE SOUL SUMMONER (Book 1)Blessed or cursed with a
connection to the souls of others, Sloan Jordan can see the best in people...and the worst. With
nothing more than a glance at a photograph, she can judge the living from the dead and the good
souls from the evil ones. For twenty-seven years, she&apos;s kept her ability a secret, but eleven
young women have been murdered in the mountains of North Carolina, and Sloan may be the only
hope of finding their killer.She has just agreed to help Detective Nathan McNamara with the case,
when a stranger--who is as alluring as he is terrifying--shows up at her doorstep with a dark past
and another puzzling mystery: she can&apos;t see his soul at all.Now Sloan is on the hunt for a
deadly psychopath with two irresistible men. One of them would die for her, and the other would kill
to keep her safe.THE SIREN (Book 2)All the missing victims of North Carolina&apos;s deadliest
serial killer have been found, all except Rachel Smith. When the FBI produces a photo proving
Rachel is alive and well in Texas, one case is closed but another one is opened. Either this is a
case of mistaken identity or there are more people than just Sloan Jordan and Warren Parish who
seem to walk the earth without a soul.Along with Detective Nathan McNamara, Sloan and Warren
travel south to find Rachel and solve the biggest mystery of all: determining who--or what--they
really are.
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A paranormal adventure with just enough romance, this is a fun, fast series that has some unique
qualities not found in much of the paranormal romance sub-genre. I particularly enjoy how the
characters and their relationships develop over time.

Both books were incredible. I can't wait for more. This wasn't something I normally would have
picked to read, but since I met the author at a recent event and thought she was wonderful, I
decided to give the books a try. LOVED them. Well written with a combination of everything you
could want in a book. I'm counting the days for the next installment.

I love reading and I tend to based my reading off the summary. The summary was a little weak in
my opinion but did catch my interest. I am so glad I gave it a chance because it is such an amazing
book. The characters are far from perfect and tend to avoid the cliches that characters tend to fall
into such as a woman gets into a relationship with another character and everything is perfect.
Instead you have an interesting woman with her own life that includes hobbies, friends, and a career
that doesn't revolve around a man. I am not bashing male characters but I cannot stand those type
of books where a female character meets a male character before she loses interest in anything that
doesn't revolve around the male character. I didn't know that when I bought the book set that it was
two different books but I read through both in a matter of hours. When I finished I started looking to
find the next book in the series but I was a little upset that it had not come out yet. It is due out at the
end of July and I have already pre-ordered the third book, Very excited!

This is a great read, it keeps your interest from beginning to end. You will have a hard time laying
this book aside once you start. You will be eagerly awaiting the next book in the series. You will not
be able to know what will happen next. This mixes crime mystery with a little of the supernatural
thrown in.I would recommend this for all ages for lite enjoyable interesting reading

I loved these books!!! I couldn't put them down and can't wait for the next one to follow the lives of
Sloan, Nate, Warren and their friends and family's. This book was well written and the characters
were so well developed that I read both books straight through! I will read more from this author!

This was my first try with this author, so I wasn't sure what to expect. What I got was a well-written
story that struck the perfect balance between supernatural and reality, mystery and romance. The
story was well paced and had me completely ensnared, pausing only for absolutely necessary
bathroom breaks. Unlike a lot of books, the world building and laying the series foundation didn't
feel clunky or overbearing. There was a smooth flow of questions asked and answered about what
they are, so it didn't feel like the answers were just thrown at me, but I also wasn't left as confused
as watching an episode of Lost. Can't wait to read the next one to see where this goes!

I was initially hesitant to read these books but needed something to read while I am waiting on book
releases for other series. I just happened upon them through a random advertisement on Facebook
and decided "what the heck" might as well try it. I was pleasantly surprised by these books and
found that I couldn't put the books down. I am anxiously waiting to see how the story and the love
triangle evolves in the next book.

Read this in one day...absolutely LOVED it!!! Of course I bought the final part the next day and read
it as well, if you like reading supernatural with a good mystery and a lot of hotness you won't be
disappointed!!
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